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1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall characterize, in t rms of certain decompositions of the coef- 
ficients of he formally symmetric differential expression 
Ly = i": (-l)j (pjy'j')'j', (1.1) 
j=O 
the property that he minimal operator generated by L on an open interval I 
is positive definite. We shall then apply this to give several different sets of 
conditions sufficient for self-adjoint operators generated by L on a weighted 
Hilbert space Lf&a, b) to be bounded below ith discrete sp ctrum Here b 
may be either a finite or infinite singularity. We assume throughout that he 
coefficient p  i  (1.1) isa real-valued f nction on I with with py-li locally 
absolutely continuous andthat p, > 0.‘ 
The characterization of positivity appears a part (4) of Theorem 2.1. It 
takes the form of IZ inequalities nvolving decompositions of thecoefficients 
and is a direct generalization of Theorem 2.1(c) ofRead [ 131. 
In Section 3 the link with discreteness of thepectrum isoutlined, and the 
characterization is applied togive acriterion for discreteness of thepectrum 
of some fourth-order operators with nonnegative coefficients n which further 
assumptions about each coefficient are made only on a sequence ofdisjoint 
intervals (Theorem 3.6). This criterion c mes very close to including a  
example of Hinton and Lewis [8] where the spectrum isnot discrete. 
Our principal result ondiscreteness of thespectrum isTheorem 5.1. It is 
somewhat inthe spirit of he well-known result ofMolchanov [lo] (see also 
Glazman [7, p. 901) for two-term expressions n that he bottom coefficient 
p. is assumed to approach infinity on the average asx approaches b, but 
differs in allowing intermediate terms and in allowing much more irregular 
behavior by all coefficients. 
In Section 6 we use an extension of Theorem 2 of Hinton and Lewis ]S] to 
modify Theorem 5.1 so that any coefficient pk, k = 0, I,..., ra - 1, may play 
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the role of a large t rm assigned to p. in Theorem 5.1. In this form the result 
contains that of Eastham [5] on discreteness of thespectrum, Theorem 3of 
Hinton and Lewis [S], and an extension f this theorem due to 
Mi.iller-Pfeiffer [ 111. We also give an example toshow how the theorem may 
be applied toan expression with several large positive co fficients, none of
which is large enough for the theorem tobe directly applicable. 
A recent paper of Hinton and Lewis [9] contains several results on 
discreteness of thespectrum inwhich the mphasis on expressions witha
large leading term. One of these is related to the well-known second-order 
results of Friedrichs [6]and Berkowitz [2]. Theorem 6.1 covers many of the 
same expressions as the results in [9], but neither includes noris included in 
them. 
Finally, we establish n Section 7 a somewhat different condition for 
discreteness of the spectrum inwhich it is the product pop,, which is 
assumed to be large. 
We shall use the symbols K,, K, ,... todenote constants in what follows. 
They do not represent thesame constant in successive appearances unless 
this is explicitly s ated. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION FPOSITIVITY 
We begin by developing a  explicit formula for the coefficients of the
formally s mmetric expression M+M in terms of those of M. In the 
following twolemmas we shall use the symbol [. . ] applied toan index to 
denote he greatest in eger function. (Elsewhere in the paper they are simply 
brackets.) We use D throughout to denote the differentiation operator d/dx. 
LEMMA 2.1. If f is r times dlgerentiable, then 
[r/21 
D’f + (- l)‘jZY = 2 c,, Dsf+2s)Ds, (2.1) 
s-0 
where 
c,,= (‘T”) + (-; ‘). 
Here we adopt he convention (‘I:) = 0. 
ProoJ We need only show that he c,, satisfy (2.2). We have 
D’f+ (-l)‘.fD’ 
= D(Dr-‘f+ (-1)‘-2fl’-2) D +D’-‘f’ + (-I)‘-‘f’D’-’ 
(2.2) 
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[r/2-11 
=D 2 cr-2,s Dsf(r-2-29s D +Dr-“f’ + (-I)‘-‘f/D’-” 
s=o 
[r/21 [(r-I)/21 
==vc L r-2,s-1Dyf(r-2S)DS + c c,.-~ sDsf(r-2s)Ds~ 
S=l s=o 
Thus cro=cr~,~o=.~~=clo= 1 and, using the fact hat [r/2] > [(r- 1)/2j 
for even, 
C2j,j=C2(j-I),j-l= "* =c21- 2 
for each j> I. Also 
crs=cr-l,s+Cr--Z,s--l~ 1 < s < [(r - 1)/2]. 
It is easily verified that only asingle system c,, can satisfy these equations 
and that hose given by (2.2) dohave this property. 
We next use this to identify thecoefficients of M+M, where as usual N’ 
is the formal adjoint of M, that is, M = C;Eo a,D’ implies 
Mf = Cfzzo (-l)i D’ai. We adopt some notation in the statement of Lemma 
2.2 which will be convenient forTheorem 2.3. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let a,, i = 0, l,..., n, be real valued with up-‘) lo&y 
absolutely continuous. If M = Cyyo a,D’ and M’M= CiTo (-l)k DkpkD”, 
then 
pk = (-1)“-k (akan)(n-k) + F,((--l)n aoff,, (-I)“-’ 
where F, is defined b-v 
j-f”’ + Fk(fO,...,fn) = 5 + 
i=k j=$-i 
Cijk(fijj/fJ(i+j-2k) 
and 
Cijk = (-l)i+k Ci-j,k-jv j>O 
= 0, j < 0. 
Proof. We have 
MfM= 2 (-l)k DkaiDk + 5 ((-l)i D aiajDj + (-ly D’aiajDi). 
k=O i>j 
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Now 
(-l)i DiaiajDj + (-ly’ DjaiajDi 
= (-l)iDj(Di-ja,aj + (-l)i-jaiajDi-J)Di 
I(i+h/21 
= (-I)~ 2 ci-j,k-jDk(aiaj)(itj-2k)Dk. 
k=j 
One of these terms will contribute to pkif and only if k + 1 < i < n and 
2k-i<j(k. Thus 
(-ljkpk = t + (-l)[ ci-j,k-j(aiaj)“+j-2k). 
i=k j=%-i 
Since the functions h are related tothe ai by fiJ;:lfn = (-l)i+/ aiaj, the 
lemma is proved. 
Now we are ready to characterize factorization of the form L = M+M for 
a formally symmetric differential expression L i terms of properties of the 
coefficients of L. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let L =C& (-ljk DkpkDk on an open interval I,
where each pik-l’ is locally absolutely continuous and p,, > 0. Then the 
following are equivalent. 
(1) J,J’(Lf) > 0 for all fE C?(Z), f #0. 
(2) There is M= CyEO a,D’ such that L = M’M. 
(3) There is M,= CrzO b,D’ such that L -MziW,, = 
c;;; (-ljk DktkDk with t, nonnegative, k = 0, l,..., n - 1. 
(4) There are functions rkand Sk, k = 0, l,..., n - 1, with rLk-‘) and 
Sp-” locally absolutely continuous on Z such that 
pk = rk + Sppk’ (2.3) 
and 
rk-Fk(sO,..., ,+, pn> > 0 k = 0, 1 ,..., n - 1. (2.4 j 
Remark 2.4. For n = 2 inequalities (2.4)take the form 
rl - Sf/P, +2S, > 0, 
r. -Si/p, - (So SI/p2)' > 0. (2.5) 
Proof It is well known that (1) and (2) are quivalent. See,for instance, 
Coppel [4, pp. 78-801. Itis trivial that (2) implies (3), and clear after an
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integration by parts that (3) implies (I). If MO satisfies (3), define 
Sk= (-1)“-k b,b, and r, =pk - Sk (n-k). Then (2.4) follows immediately 
from Lemma 2.2. Suppose, finally, that functions rk and Sk exist atisfying 
(2.3) and (2.4). Set 
M,= (-l)“pffD” + (-1)“-1 S,-,p,“2D”-’ + **. +S,p,‘? 
Then M, = CzzO bjDj with Sj = (-l)“-j b b, SO that 
M,+M,,= 2 (-l)kDkqkDk 
k=O 
with qk = Spuk’ $Fk(SO ,..., S,-,p,) for k= 0, I,...) n - 1and qn = bi =pn. 
Thus L - MZM,, has nonnegative coefficients and order at most 2n - 2. This 
completes heproof. 
Remark 2.5. The point of (3) in the characterization above and 
especially its formulation in (4) in terms of the decomposition (2.3) and the 
inequalities (2.4) isthat such decompositions can frequently be constructed 
explicitly for wide classes of differential expressions. It i  this method that 
will be exploited b low to obtain criteria fordiscreteness of thespectrum. 
3. THE ESSENTIAL SPECTRUM 
Let )Y be a positive, locally Lebesgue integrable function on an interval 
[a, b), -co < a < b < 00. We shall denote by Lz,(a, b), or simply I,:,,, the
Hilbert space with inner product 
The differential expression L defined by(1.1) isregular ta. It can be used 
to define operators T onlinear subspaces D of Lf+, byTf = n’-lLffor allfin 
D. We shall be particularly concerned here with the minimal operator T,. 
We recall that he graph of T, is the closure inLi, x Li, of the graph of the 
operator T whose domain consists of all C” functions f with compact 
support inthe interior of [a, b). We denote he domain of T, by D(T,,). For
more details, seeNaimark [12, Sect. 171. 
The essential spectrum, o,(T), ofa differential operator T consists of those 
complex numbers i for which the range of T - AI is not closed inLi,. The 
essential spectrum ofthe minimal operator T,, coincides with that of each of 
its elf-adjoint extensions. Thusthe spectrum ofeach self-adjoint extension of 
TO is discrete if and only if the essential spectrum ofT, is empty. Since we 
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are concerned here with properties d pendent only on the differential 
expression andnot on the boundary conditions used to define s lf-adjoint 
operators, we shall phrase our results in terms of the minimal operator T,.
The connection between Theorem 2.3 and criteria forthe absence ofthe 
essential spectrum isprovided bythe following result, which is essentially 
Theorem 28 of Glazman [7]. 
THEOREM 3.1. T, is bounded below ith empty essential spectrum ifand 
only if or each K > 0 there is a < c c b such that 
(3-l) 
for each f in D(T,,) whose support is contained in(c, b). 
This may be translated intothe context of(4) of Theorem 2.3 as follows. 
THEOREM 3.2. T, is bounded below ith empty essential spectrum ifand 
only if for each K > 0 there is c, a < c < b, and a decomposition 
pk = r, + Spek’ on (c, b) for k = 0, l,..., n - 1such that 
rk -Fk(so9-., s,-,,&) > 0, k = I,..., n - 1, 
w-‘[r,, - F,(S,, ..., Sn-.l,pn)] > K. 
ProoJ By Theorem 2.3 the inequalities are quivalent to the property 
that 
J 
.b - 
f(hf) >0 c 
for fin CF(c, b), where LKf = Lf - KwJ: This in turn is equivalent to (3.1). 
COROLLARY 3.3. T0 is bounded below with empty essential spectrum if 
there is a decomposition pk = rk + Sppk’ on a subinterval (c,b) of [a, b) such 
that 
rk - Fk(so5.-a9 S,-,,PJ>O, k = l,..., n - 1, 
w-‘[r” - F,(S, ..., S,-, ,p,)] --t 00 as x -+ b. 
Remark 3.4. For n = 2 these inequalities tak  the form 
r, - Sf/pz + 2S, > 0, 
bv-‘[ro - Wp, - (&S,/Pd’l + m as x-+6. (3.2) 
We give two applications of inequalities (3.2)which illustrate som what 
different types of decompositions. 
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EXAMPLE 3.5. Let L = D’x2D2 - D(l + x3 sin x”) D + x2 + x5 sin x’ and 
w = 1 on [ 1, co). If Sl,(x) =x3 sinx”, then S, = O(l). Also, there is a 
function S, such that S, = 0(x-‘), Sb = 0(x*), and Si =x5 sin x4. Thus, 
with rl = 1 and r0 = x2, we have that 
r-1 - s:/p2 + 2s, --) 1, 
and, since (S,S,/p,)’ = O(l), that 
rO - Si/p, - (S, S1/p2)’ > x’ - K -+ cz. 
We discuss anexample similar tothe above as Example 4.8. 
As a second illustration of the use of inequalities (3.2), we show that he 
minimal operator associated with 
L=D4-Dp,D+pO 
on [a, b) with w = 1 has empty essential spectrum ina situation n which p. 
and pI may each vanish on a sequence ofintervals. 
THEOREM 3.6 Let {a,}, {bk], {ck] be sequences in [a. b) with 
a<a,<b,<c,<a,+,<bforeachk,anda,-+b.Set 
mk = min(p,(x): b, < x < c,), 
nk=min{p,(x):c,~x~a,+,i, 
M, = min{ PI(x): ak <x < bk\, 
Nk= min{p,(x): b&x< ck]. 
Suppose that p,, and p, are nonnegative, andthat each of the following 
sequences approaches COas k -+ CO: 
(9 mkv Ilk3 mk(Ck - bk)l(bk - uk)3 
cii) Mk/@k - uk)2y Nd@k - ak)23 Nk(ck - bk)/@k - ak>’ 
Then TO is bounded below and has empty essential spectrum. 
Remark 3.7. Note that no assumption beyond nonnegativity s made 
about p1 on (ck, uk+ J or about pO on (a k, bk). In particular, if the length of 
each interval is taken to be 2, then an example may be constructed where 
each of pO and p1 vanishes ona sequence ofintervals of length 1. Moreover, 
in this case the assumption issimply that p, -+ co and pO -+ co on the 
complement of these intervals so that his growth may be arbitrarily s ow. 
Proof. Set 
K, = (l/2) min(M, I”, N:‘*, N&k - bJ, mk(ck - bk)}/(bk - Uk). 
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Then Kk --f 03 and L, = K,(b, - ak)/(ck - bk) satisfies 
L, ,< (l/2) min{q, Nk}. 
Define S, = 1 (so Y,, =p,,) and define S, by 
S,(x) = -Kk(x - aJ, a,,<x,<b, 
= LAX - bd, b, < X < ck 
= 0, Ck<x<ak+la 
Now rl=pl- S; so 
PI + 2 + Kk - K:(b, - ak)* Mk - MJ4 
?-,-S;+2S,> P,+2-L,-K;(bk-a,)‘> Nk-Nk/2-Nk/4>o. 
Pl f2 2 
Also 
Po--+Kk 
I i 
K,-1 
Po- 1 *k 
as x+ b. Thus the result follows from Corollary 3.3. 
Remark 3.8. Hinton and Lewis [8, p. 3451 have given a class of 
examples in which the essential spectrum is not empty, although for some 
members of the class the hypotheses of Theorem 3.6 are very nearly 
satisfied. A special case of their construction is as follows. Let xk = k*, 
k = 3, 4,..., and define p. and p1 to be nonnegative Cm functions such that 
P*(X) = 15 xE [k*,k* + I] 
3 
=x, x @ [k* - (l/2), k* + 21 
and 
PO(X) =x1/*, x E [k* - 1, k* + 21 
= 0, x6Z [k?-2,k*+3]. 
Take ak= k* + 2, b, = (k + 1)” - 1, ck = (k + 1)’ - l/2. Then in the 
notation of Theorem 3.6, k < mk < nk < k + 1, Mk = (k* + 2)*, Nk= 
[(k + 1)’ - 213. Thus all hypotheses of Theorem 3.6 are satisfied except that 
k/4(k - 1) < mk(ck - bk)/(bk - ak> < (k + 1)/4(k - 1). 
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It requires only aslight modification of the xample for this hypothesis to be
satisfied also and hence for the essential spectrum tobecome mpty. In 
particular, it would suffice to make p,, increase slightly faster on the intervals 
[k2 - 1, k’ + 2] (e.g., J+,(X) = xa for some a > l/2), or to make the xk 
slightly c oser together (e.g., xk = k4 for some /3 <2), or even just o make 
the lengths ofthe “overlap” intervals [bk, ck] where both p0 and p1 are large 
approach infinity with k. 
4. SOME LEMMAS AND EXAMPLES 
In this ection we prove some lemmas which will be required for Theorem 
5.1. Two of these, Lemmas 4.3 and 4.5, relate d compositions of thetype 
required in (4) of Theorem 2.3 to average rowth properties of the function 
being decomposed. As an application of the lemmas we show that he 
minimal operator generated by (-1)” D’” + q, where q is the function 
introduced in Read [ 131 with -fif ’ q-+ --co, is bounded below ith empty 
essential spectrum on[ 1, co). 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let fand g be positive functioas n an interval I with 
x + g(x) EI whenever x E I. We shall write fEB(g) if there is a constant K 
such that 
K- * <f(uh’f(x) < K whenever x<y<x+g(x). 
LEMMA 4.2. If g is a positive, l ft continuous function on [a, m) and 
g E B(g), then g(x) = O(x) as x + 00. 
Proof. Fix any x1 E [a, co) and define anincreasing sequence (x,1 by 
x n+l = x, + g(x,). Then x, + co, since if x, -+ z, then g(x,) < z - x, for all n
and the left continuity of g would imply g(z) = 0. Thus, some xN is positive. 
If n > N. then 
&a + J/x, +I s JMxJlkl + &%J> s K- 
IfyE[x,,x,+,)forn>N+l,then 
d YYY s Wx,)lx, sK2. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let f and g be positive functions on [a, b) with g lq? 
continuous and with f and g in B(g). Then the following conditions are 
equivalent fora locally integrable function F.
(a) [fg(x)]-’ fi F > -K, whenever x < y < x + g(x), 
(b) F=r+S’ wherer>-K,fandI.SI<K,fgasx-+b. 
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Proof. If the decomposition in (b) exists, hen 
k3(x)l -‘ Y ( r+ S’) 2-~*~g(YYdx) + Mw)l --I IS(Y) - WI x 
a--K&2-K,(l +K), 
where K is larger ofthe constants as ociated with fand g as in Definition 
4.1. 
Conversely, if (a) holds, define a sequence {xk} by x, = a and 
X k+, = min 
II 
. 
It follows a in the previous lemma from the left continuity of g that xk -+ b 
as k+ co. Define r on [xk, xk+ ,] to be the constant function 
r(x)= (x~+~ -xk)-’ 
-yk+l 
j 
F. 
Xk 
Then r(x) > -K(xk+ 1- xJ’fg(x& > -Kif(xJ > -KK,f(x) since ither 
xk+l -x,=g(x,) or r>O. 
Set S(x) = Iz (F - r). Then F = r + S’ and S(x,) = 0 for each k. Thus 
for x E Ixk? xk+ I>, sex) = J‘:, (F - r) =&fg(X’k) + wcXk)tX - xk) < 
2K,Kfg(x). Similarly, S(x) > -2Klfg(xk) > -2KK,fg(x). Thus r and S 
have the required properties. 
Remark 4.4. Note that although t e function r defined using (a) in the 
preceding lemma is a step function, it may easily beconverted into aC” 
function by altering t onsufficiently sma lneighborhoods f the xk in such a
way that he modified S iffers f om the one defined above by an arbitrarily 
small amount. 
LEMMA 4.5. When the conditions of Lemma 4.3 hold, the following 
additional properties arealso equivalent. 
(c) [fg(x)] - ’ fi+ eg(x) F +cz) asx-+bforeachB>O. 
(d) The function r from the decomposition (b)satisj?es r/f-+ 0~) as 
x -, b. 
ProoJ: Given (a) and (c), define the sequence {xk} and the decomposition 
F = r + S’ as in the proof of Lemma 4.3. Note that for any 0 > 0, 
1 yk F > Klfg(Xk) 
Xk 
for all arge k, where yk = xk + &(x& For such k, Iz+‘F = Klfgh) and 
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xk+ , < xk c Og(x,), so r(x) > (K,/t9)f(xk) 2 (K,/BK)f(x). Since i-i can be 
made arbitrarily small, r/f + co. 
For the other direction, when r/f > A, 
F > &l/K - K,(l + K). 
. I 
For any fixed B, this becomes arbitrarily large with A. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let g and H be positive functions on [a, b) with g E&t 
continuous and with g and H in B(g). Suppose f= F’ with F = O(gH) as 
s ---t b. Then for each positive integer m,
f=f,, +F;,m', 
where f, = O(H) and F$’ = 0( gm-jH), j = 0, i?..., m - 1. 
ProoJ The conclusion holds by assumption for m = 1 with F, = F, and 
f, = 0. Suppose that it holds for m. Let x1 = a, and for k > 1, let 
x’~ +1 = xk + g(xk). Fix a nonnegative function p E C,“(O, 1) with ji q = 1 
and define 
@Ax> = 7 c,v((x - /o/(xk+ I - x,)), 
k:O 
(4.1) 
where 
-XL+1 
ck=(xk+,-xk)-’ F,. 
! -% 
Only one term of this eries i different from zero for each x. Note that 
and that ck < max{ / F,(x)\: xk< x < xk+ 1 i‘ 
Now set 
F,, (x1 = r(Fn, - @A. -a 
Then F m+ r(q) = 0 for each k, so that on [xk, xk+ r) 
F,, 1(x) = ix (F, - @,) < K,(X -Xk) IllaX{ fH(y): xk <I’ < xk+ [] 
-x.k 
< K, gm+‘H(x). 
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Here we have used the fact that, for instance, H(y) (KH(x,) <K’H(x) for 
any x and y in [xk, xk+ i). 
Moreover, @g’(x) = CT& c,J g(x,J] -jp(‘j’((x - xk)/(xk+ , - xk)) so that 
on h xk+ A, 
F$,(x) = IF:-“(X)1 + dy’(x)I 
<K, gm-j+%(x) + K*C/J g(x,)]‘-j 
< K, g-j+ ‘H(x). 
Finally, f, i-f, = Fz!,‘,” - Fj$ = @jr,“’ so that on [xk, xk.+ ,), 
If,+ 1(x) -f,(x)1 Q w &/Al -m < fw(x). 
LEMMA 4.7. If L = D2pz D2 - Dp, D + p0 on [a, b), where pl = rl + S; , 
p0 = r0 + Sl;, and if P is a locally integrable function with P( p2, then for 
f E CF(a, b) and any 0 < E < 1, 
~~f(Lf)~~b[r1-(~-~)~1S~/P+2S0~~f1~2+jb~r0-~-1S~/~~~f~2.(4.2) 
a a a 
ProoJ Integrating by parts yields for fE CF(a, b), 
IOf(~f)=jb~,/f~12+j.~(~l+~~~lf’12+jO(TO+~6~lf12~ 
a a a a 
Moreover, si S; ]f’ 1’ = -2 Re si S,pp SO that 
~“((I--E)PI~~~~+s:I~~~~)~-(~-~)-~J~(s:IP)~~~=. a a 
Here we have used the inequality c ] aI2 - 2 Re c@ > ]p]“/c. Similarly, 
I b a S: If I2 =- jb S;(fl' +  ‘7) +2jb S, If’ I2 + 2 Re j6 &fly (2 a Ll 
and 
E .6Plf”)2+2Re 
J n 1 
.‘s,f y> 4 jb (s;/P) If 12. 
a a 
Adding these inequalities giv (4.2). 
It follows from this lemma that he minimal operator T, is positive definite 
if 
r, - (1 -E)-’ Si/P + 2S, > 0 
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and 
Y. - E- ‘sz,/p > 0. 
These inequalities ar  sometimes more convenient to use than (2.5). 
Consider, forinstance, the following more awkward variant ofExample 3.4. 
EXAMPLE 4.8. Let L = D*x’(2 +cos x) D’ - .D(-x2 + x3 sin x”)D + 
x2 + x5 sin x4. Set P(x) =x2, choose S, so that S{(x) = xJ sinx4 and 
S,(x)= O(1) and S,, so that S,, = 0(x- ‘)t S& =x5 sin xJ. Take 
S, = (2/3)x2 + S,,. Then y1 = -x2, r,, =x2 - 4/3. Thus, with E= 1/Z, 
r, - 2&g/P + 2s, = -xl + (4/3)x’ I-O( 1) > cl 
and 
r,--2S,2/P=x2-(8/9)x*+O(l)-+oo 
asx-tco. 
The fourth-order inequalities of L mma 4.7 can also be used to investigate 
2&h-order xpressions. We shall use this technique to prove Theorem 5.1. 
We use it here to generalize Example 3.9 of Read 1131. 
EXAMPLE 4.9. Let {m,} be a sequence such that ntk -+ co, mki ,/rni -+03. 
Set uk = mk/mk,,, We may assume uk < 1 for all k. Now let t = 
(-1)” D”’ + 4 where qis defined on[ 1, co) by 
Then 
q(x) = mJ(1 - a,>, x E [k, k+ 1 - a/,) 
= -2m,/a,, XE fk+l -a,,k+ 1). 
.k+l 
J q=-mk-+-co k 
as k-r 03, but we shall show that he minimal operator generated by L is 
bounded below and has empty essential spectrum inL’(1, co). Define 
functions r and S by 
r = 4, k+3a,-,<s<k+l-a, 
= mk+ ,j4: kfl-a,<x<k-t1+3a,, 
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Then S = 0 on each interval [k+ 3~2,~, , k+ 1 - a,] and 1 S(x)] < 3m, on 
[k + 1 - uk, k + 1 + 3a,]. Thus 
Define di as in (4.1) with xk = k + 1 - uk and 
S,(x) = 2 + r (S - @). (4.3) -1 
Then 1 <S,, < 3 eventually and q= r0 + S; where Ye= r + @‘. Since 
@‘+O, rO- 2Si+ co. Also, with r, =S, =O, r, - 2s: + 2S,= 2S,> 2 
eventually. Thus the conclusion follows for y1= 2 from Lemma 4.7. 
For the general case, write L = -DL, D + L, where L, is the constant 
coefficient xpression L, = (-l)“-’ D2(‘-‘) + D2 + 2c and L, = D” + 
2cD’ + q. It is clear that the minimal operator generated by -DL,D is 
positive definite if c is sufficiently large. For this cthe argument just given 
for n = 2 shows that the minimal operator generated by Lz has empty 
essential spectrum if we set r, = -2c and modify (4.3) to 
S,(-x) = c + 1 +I -r (S -@). 1 
5. THE MAIN THEOREM 
We are now ready to state and prove our extension fMolchanov’s 
criterion f rdiscreteness of the spectrum. We formulate iton an interval 
[a, 6) where b < co, so both finite and infinite singularities are included. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let g, h, and p be positive functions  [a, b) with gleft 
continuous andx + g(x) <b for x< b, and with g, h, undp in B(g). Suppose 
that 
(9 P~~<K,P,, h2’>K2w, gh<K,p, 
(ii) h and p are C2 functions with 
h(j) = q/Q+ llpj), (h/p)(j) = O((h/p)j+ ‘), j= 1, 2. 
Let L = cyzO (-l)j DjpjDj, n > 2. If 
2cn-j’p2j(x)] - ’ pXpj > -K whenever x< y < x + g(x), j= 
(),I 
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(b) [ gh’“(~)l-‘IX,+~~(.~)p, --f co for each0> 0, 
then T,, is bounded below and has empty essential spectrum. 
Remark 5.2. Hypothesis ( i) implies that p cannot be too much larger 
than h. More precisely, (h/p)’ > -K(h/p)’ implies (p/h)’ <K and so 
p/h = O(x) when b = co. We have also seen in Lemma 4.2 that gE B(g) 
implies g = O(x) when b = 00. 
Proof: By (a) and Lemma 4.3, pj can be decomposed aspj = rj + Sj7 
where rj > -Kh 2(ndp2j and lC+ < 2Kgh2’“-j’p2.i < KK3h2(“-J)-‘p2j+’ for 
each j= 0, I,..., rz - 1. Lemma 4.5 and (b) imply that r0 has the stronger 
property that ro/hzh -+ 00 as x + b. Moreover, by Lemma 4.4 we may modify 
the decomposition so that p0 = r0 + S: with rofh2” -+co and 
IS,1 < Kg’h’” < KhZh-‘p2. (This rD may differ f om the one originally 
defined bya function which is O(h’“).) Here K is chosen large enough so 
that he same constant suffkes for all j= 0, l,..., n - 1. 
Also, it follows from (ii) that here is a constant J so that 
!(h 2(n-Ap2j)rt 1 < JhZ(n-j+ llp2(j- 1) forj = 1,2,..., n - 1. 
We may assume that both K and J are greater than 1. 
Now define two sequences K(j), j = 1,2,..., n - 1, and J(j), 
j = 0, I,..., n - 2, of positive constants so that K(n - 1) = 1 and if K(j f 1) 
has already been defined, 
J(j)=K+K2+2K(j+ I), 82 1, 
K(j) =4.13 tWd + 4 
J(0) = 3K + K2 -j- 2K(l). 
We can rewrite L in the form 
n-2 
L= C (--l)jDjLjDj, 
i=O 
where the coeffkients of the fourth-order expressions 
Lj = D2qj, 0’ - Dqj,D + qjo 
are defined by
qj2 = K(j + 2) h2(n-j-2)pUj+2), 
= Pn, 
j = 0, l,..., n - 3
j=n-2, 
505/43/l-2 
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qjl =Pj+l _ 2K(j + 1) h?(n-j- l)p2U+ l), j#O,n-2 
=Pj+l -K(j+ 1)h 2(n-j-1) P 2(jt I) 9 j = 0, n - 2, 
qjo = K(j) h2(n -jjp2j, j = 1, 2,..., n - 2
=Po, j= 0. 
We shall show that each Lj is positive definite andthat he minimal 
operator, Too, generated by Lo in LfJa, b) has the property that for each 
positive A, there is c such that (TooQ),,, > A(J;f),, for all fE CT(c, co). 
This will suffice to stablish the theorem, since then (ToJf;f), > (TooJf;f),,, > 
A(&& forfE CF(c, co) and the result follows from Theorem 3.1. 
To establish that Lj is positive definite,  is enough, according to Lemma 
4.7, to construct decompositions 
qjl = rjl + sjl 3
such that 
‘jl - 2ST1/qj* + 2Sj0 > O, 
rjo - 2sjzo/qj2 2 O. 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
For the stronger property of Lo we need to strengthen (5.2) for j= 0 as in 
Corollary 3.3to 
w-‘ho0 - 2~~oho21 -i UJ- (5.3) 
We can define d compositions for Lj, j= 1, 2,..., n - 2, as follows. 
rjl = rj+l - 2K(j+ 1) h2(n-j-1)p2(j+L), 
Sjl'sj+lY 
rjo = K(j) hZ(n-jJp2j _,(j)(h2(n-j-l)P2(jtl))r/, 
2(n-j- 1)2( j+ I) Sjo=J(j) h p . 
Here rj and Sj are from the decompositions of pj obtained at the beginning of 
the proof. The constant factor f2 should be omitted from the definition of 
rj, for j= n - 2. 
Now 
rjl - 2Sj1/qj2 + 2Sj0 
> h2(n-j- ‘)pzci+ I) [2J( j) - K - 2K( j + 1) - K’/K( j+ 2)] 
>O 
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and 
rjO - 2sjd4j2 > h *‘“-j’p*‘[K(j) -J(j) J- Z[J(j)]2/K(j -i- L-2)) 
Here we have used that K(j) > 1 for all j. 
For Lo we proceed ina similar way. We define 
r o1 = rl -K(I) /?‘“-‘p*, 
so, = s, 3 
r o. = r, - J(0)(h*(n--i)p2)c’, 
so0 =J(0) h2(“- I,,* f so. 
We recall that p. = r. + S; with YJ~‘” -+ 00 and [So /< Kh2’n-‘)p2. Thus 
f-01 - %,ho* + =oo a h *+l)p*[-K - K(l) -&?/K(2) + W(0) - 2K] 
>O 
and 
w-‘[roe - s;,/q,,] > w-p, -Bh2”] 
= W-lh*n[ro/h*” -B] 
-+ co. 
Here B = J(0) J+ (J(0) + K)*/K(2). That the right side does approach o
follows from the facts hat r,/h*” --f co and h*” > K2 w. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
Remark 5.3. When w =p,, =p =g= h = 1 and b = 00, conditions (a)
and (b) become respectively 
(a,) Jcpj > -K whenever x <y <x + I, 
(b,) j;+‘p, -+ co as ,x-t b for each B> 0. 
Condition (b,) was shown by Molchanov [IO] (see also Glazman f7, p. 901) 
to imply that he minimal operator generated by the two-term expression 
(-1)” D*” + p. is bounded below ith empty essential spectrum provided 
that p. is bounded below. For second-order exp essions, Brink [3] showed 
that he condition that p. be bounded below could be replaced by the weaker 
(a,). This pecial case already strengthens Molchanov’s re ult, notonly by 
introducing the Brinck condition f rp. but also by permitting intermediate 
terms which also satisfy theBrinck condition. Thispecial case also contains 
Theorem 3.8 of Miiller-Pfeiffer [ 1 l] which does allow intermediate terms. 
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Remark 5.4. An important difference between Theorem 5.1 and 
Molchanov’s theorem isthat one may regard the function hz”as an estimate 
for the average rate of growth of p. via condition (b). This is formulated 
more precisely in terms of a decomposition at the beginning of the proof. 
Then condition (a)expresses, in terms of h and the lower bound p’” for the 
leading coefficient, the amount of irregular behavior which the coefficients 
po, pl,...,pndl mayhave without disturbing the property that To has empty 
essential spectrum. In particular, as h and p increase, the latitude permitted 
the coefficients pj also increases. 
To give aconcrete example of this phenomenon, suppose w = 1, p,(x) =
c,P: p,(x) = co xao for some constants c,,c,, aO, an, with cO, c,, and a0 
positive. Then (i), (ii), and (b) will be satisfied when h(x) = xB for any 
P < %/2% p(x) = .V for a= min{a,J2n, p + 1 }, and g(,u) = xap8. Then (a) 
will also be satisfied provided pj > -cjxaj forj = 1,2,..., n - 1, where 
aj < [(II -j) a, + 2j min{a,, a0+ 2n}]/2n. 
It should be emphasized, however, that condition (a)does not require this 
sort of pointwise lower bound on the pj. For instance, onemay add a term 
xy sin xs to pj without disturbing (a) or (b) provided 
r--6+l<aj. 
Note that for agiven a, and a,, ymay be arbitrarily large, provided 6 is also 
sufficiently large. 
Remark 5.5. There is another difference between Theorem 5.1 and 
Molchanov’s re ult, namely, that in his result (b,) is both necessary nd
sufficient for the essential spectrum tobe empty within a certain class of 
expressions. There are two reasons why (b) of Theorem 5.1 cannot be 
expected to be necessary within the class of expressions satisfying (a).The 
first isthat an operator satisfying (a) may have empty essential spectrum 
because one of the intermediate coefficients pj is large even though p.is not. 
This possibility will bestudied in the next section. Thus in order for (b) to be 
a necessary condition, theintermediate coefficients would have to be 
subjected o rather restrictive upper bounds. Such theorems can be proved 
(see, for instance, Theorem 3.10 of Mtiller-Pfeiffer [ 11 I), buthey apply to a 
much more restricted lass of expressions thanTheorem 5.1. 
A second, and even more fundamental, reason why (b) cannot be 
necessary s well as sufficient arises whenever h’“/w -+ co as x + 6. We have 
already noted that as h increases, condition (a)become less restrictive, but 
(b) requires fa ter average rowth by po. In particular, given such an h, a 
two-term operator (-1)” D’” +po where pa/w -+ co but more slowly than 
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h’*/w will certainly satisfy (a) and have mpty essential spectrum, butwill 
not satisfy (bj. 
The only use made of (a) in the proof of Theorem 5.1 is to obtain a 
decomposition pj = rj + s; where rj a -Kh2W-.ip2.i and Sj = 
W 2(n -j) - lpZj+ 1). -,-h us we have the following variant ofthat result, where 
we write p,: for the negative part of pj:p,: = (l/2)(1 i~jl -pj). 
COROLLARY 5.6. The conclusion of Theorem 5.1 holds if in place of (a) 
for j= 1, 2,..., n - 1, we assume 
(a’) j:pi < Kh”‘“-j’-‘(x)p”“(x), j = 12,.,., n - 1. 
This substitution may also be made for j = 0 if h and p are in B(p/h). 
Proof The decomposition p  = p,? - pl: has the necessary p operties for 
j= 1, 2,..., n - 1. For j = 0, it follows from Lemma 4.6 if h and p are in 
B(p/h) that -p; =fo + S: where f. = O(h’“) and S, = O(h2’“-“)p2). Then
PO = (PO’ +.A) f S; is a decomposition w ththe properties required for the 
proof given above for Theorem 5.1. 
6. LARGE INTERMEDIATE TERMS 
In this ection wewill modify Theorem 5.1 so that he large coefficient 
need not be p. but may be any pk, k = 0, l,..., IZ - 1. The modified result 
appears a Theorem 6.6. Such a pk must not only satisfy conditions like 
those for p. in Theorem 5.1; it must also be large enough not only to 
dominate hose p.for j< k, but also to compensate for the fact that it is the 
coefficient of D2’. It is easy to see, for instance, that he minimal operator 
generated by (-l)k DkxaDk on [ 1, co) with w = 1 has empty essential 
spectrum ifand only if a> 2k. 
It is convenient to begin by formulating a suitable set of additional 
requirements for pkseparately. The result isdue to Hinton and Lewis [S] in 
the special case Sj = 0, j = 0, l,..., n - 1, for the interval [ ,co). The case 
n = 1 with w, = jt w extends Theorem 2of Amos and Everitt f 1). 
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose pi’ E L’(a, b). If there is a sequence { wj}, j= 
1 ,-*~f n, of positive dtflerentiable functions on [a, b) such that 
(11 w’, > cw and w;+ 1 > cwjz/wJ, j = 1, 2,..., n, 
(2) wn(x)jtp;‘-+O asx+b, 
and tf there is a decomposition pj = rj + SJ, j= 0, l,..., n - 1, such that 
(3) i”j>-CjW;+*, and )Sj\<djwj+,, j=O, l,..., n- 1, 
then T, is bounded below and has empty essential spectrum. 
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ProoJ We proceed byinduction on . For n = 1, set 
T(X) = -[w,(x)11'2 ( jbp;l) -"'. 
x 
Then, with the notation q+) = w,(x) Jtp;‘, 
where S= So + T. Thus 
w-‘(r-S2/p,)> (w’l/w)(1/2a,“24) + w#/2- cf$‘* -2$P)/M~#p? 
Here the second term is eventually positive andthe first approaches infinity 
as x--t b. Thus the result follows for n= 1 from the second-order caseof 
Corollary 3.3. (See Corollary 3.7of Read [13].) 
Assuming the result for n- 1, write L = (-l)“-’ D”-‘LID”-’ + L, where 
L, =-L&D +p,-, - @w2,-&-1 
and 
n-2 
L, = (-l)“-’ Dn-l@~~-,/~;-,Dn-l + c (-l)j D)‘pjDj. 
j=O 
Here @ = qeV3. 
lii w,-,(x) jb Wk-,/@w-l = iii 
x 
( ~:aL/(j~ wbdw:~) = 0 jb 
5 
since Q(x) -+ co. It then follows from the induction hypothesis that he 
minimal operator generated by L, has empty essential spectrum. Thus it 
suffices to show that he minimal operator generated by L, is positive. This 
follows from an argument similar to that given for n= 1 with now T(x) =
-[w,(x)p2 (J;p;1)-1’2 since @w~-,/w:,-, = o(u$pPV2). 
Condition (3) is certainly satisfied if the negative part p,: of pj does not 
grow too rapidly. More precisely, 
COROLLARY 6.2. If there is a sequence {wj} satisfying (1)arzd (2) and if 
(3’) J;:p,~gKWj+l,j=O,l ,...) n-1, 
then To is bounded below and has empty essential spectrum. 
Proof Take rj=pj+, Sj=- j;p,:, j=O l,..., n- 1. 
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As with Corollary 5.6, (3’) is more restrictive than (3) since it does not 
allow cancellation between pJf and p,:. 
It is convenient forour main result to reformulate Theorem 6.1 as follows. 
DEFINITION 6.3. Let w be a positive, locally integrable function on 
[a, b). A sequence ho,..., h, ofpositive, locally integrable functions  fa, b) 
is w-admissible if h, > cw and each hi, j< n - 1, has an antiderivative H, 
such that hj+ 1> cHj/hj. 
Thus, for instance, on 11, co) the sequence hi(x) = xzica is x”-admissible. 
Remark 6.4. One way of constructing a w-admissible sequence “from 
the top” is, given h, with i1 E L’(a, b), to define 
hk-l(x)= l/h,(x) (id h$‘. 
_ J 
If hk(x) =x” on [ 1, ao), then hk-,(x) = (a - 1)*x”-*. This process can be 
continued as long as h; ’ E L’ and h, > cw. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let h, ,..., h, be a w-admissible sequence on[a, b) and let 
L?OY, gn-1 be a sequence of positive, left continuous functions such that 
g,ihj = O(Hj) and such that gj, hj E B( gj), j = 0, l,..., n - 1. 
If p, = h, y, for some q(x) -+ 03 as x -+ b and 
[g,h,(x)]-‘rp,>--K,x<y<x+gj(x), j=O, I,-.~,n-- 1, 
x 
then To is bounded below and has empty essentiai spectrum. 
ProoJ Set wj+, =Hj, j=O, l,..., n - 1. Then pi’ < ch,-,/@i-, so that 
p; ’ E L ‘(a, b). Moreover, 
= $ Hi-,/h,-,h.q =O. 
By Lemma 4.2 each pi! j < n - 1. can be decomposed aspj = r; + SJ with 
rj > -cjhj = -cj wj+ 1 and / Sj\ < dj gj hj ,< Kdj wj+ I. Thus the result follows 
from Theorem 6.1. 
Now we are ready to prove the principal result ofthis ection. 
THEOREM 6.6. Let k be given, 0 < k < n - 1. Let g, h, and p be positive 
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functions on[a, 6) with g left continuous and x + g(x) < b for x < b. Suppose 
that g, h, and p are in B(g) and that 
(i) p2’n-k’ < K, pn and gh ( K, p, 
(ii) h and p are C2 functions with 
h(j) = o(hj +l/pj), (h/p)“’ = O((h/p)j+‘), j= 1, 2. 
Further, let ho,.., h, be a w-admissible sequence such that h, < h2(“-k) and let 
g, ?--*P gk be positive l ft continuous functions with gjhj = O(Hj) and gj, 
hj E B( gj), j = 0 ,..., k, and such that 
(iii) g:(“-k’hk = O(p2(“-k’). 
If 
(a> kh 2(n-i’p2(j-k’(~)]-1 cpj > -Kj, x <y <x + g(x), k <j < n, 
(b) [gjhj(X)]-‘kPj>-Kj, x<Y<X+gj(x)v O<j<k 
(c) ( gkhk(x)]-’ l;+egk(X) pk-$ co asx+bforeach t3> 0, 
then To is bounded below and has empty essential spectrum. 
Remark 6.7. When b = co and w = 1 the special case p(x) = x~“‘~(~-~), 
h(x) = x~~‘*(~-~), hj(x) = x’j, gk(x) = x4, p = [a - k(2 - a)]/2 extends 
Theorem 3.9 of Miiller-Pfeiffer [Ill. Actually if the hypotheses areatisfied 
for these values of p, h, hj, and g, and some g and gj, j< k, then they will 
also be satisfied when h(x).=~~‘@-~) sothat he pointwise lower bounds 
pi(x) > -cjxaj, k <j < n given in Theorem 3.9 may be relaxed when a < 2 to 
pj(x) > -cjxG, yj = aj + (2 - a) k(n - j)/(n - k). 
A slightly more general i lustration of Theorem 6.6, generalizing thatin 
Remark 5.4 is as follows. Suppose p,(x) = c,xan, pk(x) = ckxnk9 where ck 
and c, are positive andak > 2k. Then we may set h(x) = xb for any /I 
satisfying k <$(n - k) < ak/2, p(x) = xa, and g(x) =xap4.. Here 
a = min{a,/2(n - k), p+ 1 }. Next we may define a l-admissible sequence by 
hj(x) = x W(n-k)-(k-j)1 and set gk(x) = min(x, ~(~-~)(~-~)}, gj(x)=x for 
j < k. The result isthat To has empty essential spectrum ifpj(x) > -CjXaj, 
where 
aj < [ak(n -j) + 2(j - k) IIIiII{a,, ak + 2(n - k)}]/2(n - k), k <j 
< ak - 2(k -j), j < k. 
In this notation theresult ofMiiller-Pfeiffer is the special case a< n/(n - k) 
and p = k/(n - k). 
ProoJ From (c) and Lemma 4.3 we have that pk = rk + S; where 
rk/hk --, CO and Sk = O(g,h,) as x+ b. If k < n - 1, then we may modify the 
decomposition so that pk = rk + S; where still rJh, + co and Sk = O(g:h,). 
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Now write L = (-l)k DkL,Dk + L, where 
n-k 
L 1~ 2 (-1)’ Djpj+kDj + (l/2) rk + Si, 
j=l 
r, - I 
L, = (-l)k Dk(1/2) r,Dk + C (-l)‘DjpjD’. 
j=O 
If k = n - 1, then L, is the second-order exp ession 
L, = -Dp,D + (l/2) m-l + 8X-,. 
If k < n - 1, then L, satisfies th  hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 with the 
same g, h, and p. If k = IZ - 1, then L, satisfies th  hypotheses of Theorem 
4.1 of Read [ 13) with gh’ playing the role of the function h of that heorem. 
Thus (-l)k DkL, Dk is positive. Since L, satisfies th  hypotheses of Theorem 
6.5, the theorem isproved. 
It is not difficult to further modify Theorem 6.6 so that it applies to an 
expression which as several large positive co fficients, no one of which is 
sufficiently largeto play the role of pk in Theorem 6.6. The proof involves 
decomposing L into a sum of expressions and applying Theorem 6.6 
separately to each term. Instead offormulating such aresult, however, we
content ourselves with illustrating the application of this technique to a 
relatively simple example. 
EXAMPLE 6.8. On [I, co) with w= 1 set 
L =D4(2 + cosx)D4 -D3(.x4 +x8 sinx6) D3+D'(--x5 +x7 sinx")D' 
- D(x7 + x8 sin x4) D - x4 + x8 sin x5. 
Here p1 and p3 are large and positive on the average, butis not difficult to 
see that he hypothesis on p2 in Theorem 6.6 cannot be satisfied w theither 
k=3 or k= 1. To deal with L we write L=-D3L,D3 +L2, where 
L, =-D(2 +cosx)D + (1/2)x4 +x8 sinx6, 
L,=-D3(1/2)x4D3 +D'(-x5 +x7 sinx’) D2
-D(x'+ x8 sin x4) D -xx" +x8 sinx’. 
To see that L, is positive, s tn = 1, k = 0, ,u =g= h =g, = 1, and 
h,(x) = . x7’2 Then (a) is vacuous and (b) and (c) are satisfied since the 
function xa sin xB has a primitive which is O(xaP4+i) or, in this case, 
0(x3) = o(h,). 
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For L, we set n= 3, k = 1, p(x) =x, h(x) = x3'*, g(x) =x-r’*, g (x) = 
x-1’2, h,(x) = x6, h,(x) = x4, and go(x) = 1. Then (a) becomes 
x-9/* 
I 
’ (-x5 + x7 sin x4) > -K, , x<y,<x+x-“*. 
I 
Similarly, (b) forj= 1 and 0 becomes respectively 
X - 1 l/2 
J 
-y (x7 + x8 sin x4) > -K,, x,<y,<x+x-“2, 
x 
X x8sinxS)>-K,, x<y<x+ 1. 
Since-these inequalities and (c) all hold, the minimal operator generated by L
does have the mpty essential spectrum. 
7. A PRODUCT CRITERION 
In this final section we use Corollary 3.3and Theorem 5.1 to establish a 
somewhat different cri erion for the ssential spectrum tobe empty. The idea 
is to allow negative intermediate terms whose size depends only on the 
product popn. Thus these two coefficients may have quite irregular behavior 
individually, of a type which would prevent the direct application of 
Theorem 5.1. We shall restrict ourselves to the case M’ = 1 and to the interval 
[a, 00). 
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose p0 + 00 and popn/x2” + 03 as x -t 00. If pj > 0 
for j > N = [n/2], pN> -Kx*~ and 
x-(*j+l) 
-J 
-‘pj > -Kj, xQy<x+l, j=l,..., N-l, 
x
then T, is bounded below and has empty essential spectrum. 
ProoJ We decompose L as L = L, + L, by defining L,= 
CzzzO (-l)j DjqjDj, where qj =pj for j> N and 
qj =pN - XZN, j=N 
= (ply-+ 1 (K + ,)(X~N)W-*j), j= l,..., N- 1 
= PO/23 j = 0. 
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Then Lz=~~=O(- l)j D’u,D’ is of order 2N and 
uj = X2N, j=N 
=pj + (-1)“-k (K+ 1)(xW)(2N--Zk), j= l,...,N- 1 
= PO/29 j= 0. 
It follows from Theorem 5.1 with p(x) = g(x) =x, h(x) = 1 that he 
minimal operator generated by L, has empty essential spectrum. To see that 
the same is true of the minimal operator generated by L,, set S,(x) =
(- 1)’ C(K + 1) x”, where t= 1 if N is even, t = 0 if N is odd, C= 1 if nis 
even, and C = rz-’ if n is odd. Set Sj= 0 for j= l,..., n - 1. Then r0 = 
pa/2 + A for some constant A and rj = qj otherwise. From Lemma 2.2 we see 
that he inequalities n Corollary 3.3now assume the form, 
Pj> o9 j > N, 
(-l)N-j+1 (K+ 1)(X2N)(2N--2.i) + (-l)j+l sp-2.0 > 0, j= l,...,N- 1,
p,,/2 + A - C2x2”/pn -+co. 
The first group of inequalities ar  part of the hypotheses, and the 
expressions n the second group are qual to 0 by the choice ofS,. Finally, 
x2”/pn = o(p,) so that he last expression does approach infinity with x. This 
completes heproof. 
If we assume in addition that p, is bounded below, then we can allow all 
the intermediate terms to be negative. 
THEOREM 7.2. Suppose pO+ co, p, > c > 0, and popn,!~x’n + 03 as 
x-+00. Q- 
s-“jrpj>-Kj, ~<y<x+x-‘~‘(~-~~), j=N,...,n- 1, 
” I 
where aj = 2n - 2j - I N/(n - N) and 
wy-(2j+1) J~pj~ -Kj, x<y<x+ 1, j = l,..., N - 1, 
then T, is bounded below and has empty essential spectrum. 
Pvoqf. We may assume c> 1. Suppose first n = 2. Then a, = 1, so 
p, = r, + S’, with P-~(X) > --K,x’, lS,(x)( < K,x. Set S, = (K, +K:) x’ and 
I’,, = p0 + Sl. Then 
Y1 ---g/p, + 2s, > (K, + KS) x2 > 0 
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and 
r. - WP, --* * 
since x4/p, = o(ro). 
For n > 2, we write L = L, +L, + (-l)NDNL3DN. Here L, = 
Cyzi (-l)j Djv,Dj with 
V~=P J% j=n-N 
=PjfNv j = l,..., n-N-1 
= pN + KXZN, j = 0. 
We can show that L, is positive f K is sufftciently largeb writing L, as a 
sum 2 (-l)j DjLjjDj where ach L, is a fourth-order expression as in the 
proof of Theorem 5.1 and taking p(x) = 1, h(x) =g(x)-’ = x~‘(“-~). Then 
L, = (-1)” D”pJ2D” + ~~=‘=, (-1 )j DjqjDj with 
qj=-(K+ l)xZN, j=N 
= (-lyv-j+l (K + 1)(X2N)(2N-2j), j = I ..., N - i 
= PO129 j=O 
is also positive by the same argument asin the proof of Theorem 7.1. The 
minimal operator generated by L,, defined asin the proof of Theorem 7.1, 
again has empty essential spectrum by Theorem 5.1 with h(x) = 1, 
p(x) = g(x) =x. This completes heproof. 
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